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A coûple of months ago, .as members of this audience are
well aware, a sudden and very drastic change in exchange rates
was made by most of the countries of the world . The value of
sterling in terms of Anerican dollars yaas cut over-night from
$.05 to 2 .80 and within a fetil days thirty or more countries
hdd followed sterling all or part of the way . The sterling area
(with the exception of Pakistan), the Scandinavian countries,
the r~etherlands and many middle Eastern countries went the whole
way ; countries, like France arid Italy, which had already sub-
stantially depreciated their currencies, allowed them to sin k
to lower levels ; and countries like Belgium, Portugal and Canada
which were in a relatively favourable international economic
position, cut the U .S . dollar value of their currencies by a
more iaoderate percentage - 12 .5 per cent in the case of Belgium
and 9 per cent in our own case .

This convulsive adjustment of exchange rates represents
the nost recent effort to deal with the so-called "dollar problem^ .
I want to begin these rerlarY.s by saying something about the real
nature of this dollar problem which seems to rise and plague us
every 12 months .

I am anxious to do this because I sometimes get the
impression that many people feel there is some sort of witcheraft
about international finance - that it is an occult science or a
slightly disreputable occupation, and that if only we got hol d
of the right witches or wizards (if we got the good fairies
instead of the evil fairies) they would soon put the whole thing
right . They seem to think that there is some monetary device,
sone strategem, which if it were adopted, could fix everything
up and enable everyone to live happily every after . Perhaps the
writers on international finance, and even the practitioners,
have themselves to blame for this extraordinary attitude . They
encourage the atmosphere of mystery by using incomprehensible
words, like multilateralism and convertibility and f undamental
disequilibriurz, to conceal simple meanings . I recall a cartoon
which appeared in the ""Washington Post" a few nonths ago . It
was by iierblock and was later reproduced in the London "Economistn .
I n sure many of you remenber it . It showed two very puzzled
looking gentlemen who ` are apparently part of an international
monetary conference - this the reader can deduce not only fron
the fact that they look puzzled, but also fraa the fact that the
floor around them and the table ut which they are sitting'are
thickly, scattered ti•rith papers marked with the signs of dollars,
pounds, francs and so on . Apparently their investigation ha s
coIIe to a standstill for one fellow is saying to the other ^Wait . . .
let's start from the beginning --- If you have four apples . . . . "
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_ exceed itsearnin s por s
ts exports - then the country, like the individual,has a deficit - v;hat is ~;enerally called an unfavourable balanceof payuents . This deficit must be covered in soue way, and a~;ainthere is a rather linited variety b1' ~:ays in srhich this en bedone . A country can use up i ts past savings represented byô~rei~;n assets -Gold or foreign exchange or forei gn securities -

it can try to raise loans abroad or i t ct.n try to have re-courÿe to ~;ifts .

es on goods and service s -- its iu t

Vieil, gentlemen, Herblock is right . If one goes back
to the beginning one finds oneself talking about apples and oil,
about cotton and coal . I hope that you v~ill not feel that I am
being offensively simple if, to illustrate the underlying nature
oP this dollar problen, I use an analogy which I developed fo r
a talk I gave at the National Defence College in Kingston ~i
pear ago . This is the analogy betv~een the financial position
of a private ind~vidual in his oti~~n co~unity and the international
financial position of any country .

Each one of us earns a certain araount of r~oney as a
result of the efforts we perfort~ . The effôrts nay consist of
producing and selling apples or oil or other things, or per-
forraing services such as curing the sick, or keeping the honest
out of jail or playing the piano in a night club . Each of us,
on the other hand, has unfortunately certain expenses connected
slith living - we must pay for food, clothing and shelter ; sJe
may i~~ant to educate our children, run a car, go to an occasional
football or hockey gaLie . If our earnings exceed our current
expenditures, ~~ell and good, we have a surplus, something left
over . There is a wide variety of things we can do with the sur-
plus - tiae can stuff it under the Mattress, or deposit it in a
bank, or buy Canada Savings Bonds or other securities, or r:ake a
dovrn payment on a house, or pay off part of the raortgage or other
debts we incurred in the past, or lend it to a friend or give it
asvay . If the surplus persists ti~~e raay decide to reduce it by
increasing our current expenditures, i .e . by raising our standardof living. On the other hand, it may happen on occasion that our
current expenditu-res exceed our incone - in this unhappy cir-
cuinstance we have a deficit ~•lhich raust somehow be covered . ;'Te
aay raid the raattress, or dras•~ doti•Jn our bank account, or sell
Canada Savin~;s Bonds, or borroti~~, or get agift, or sir~ply no tpay our bills and try to i.eep one junp ahead of the bailiff . You
rrill appreciate that I au not recoraraending these courses of ac-
tion to 1yone - I am merely exploring the different possibilities .
No individual can, over any long period of tirae, maintain a level
of current expenditure - in other v:ortis, a standard of living -
rrhich is out of liné j~,ith his earning power . If, in the circuns-
tance we have been considering, he is not able to increase his
earnings, he will have to ~;ive up the do~; races or whatever els e
he considers the least essential part of his current expenditures .

Zlow, as I have said, a country in its dealings with
other countries is in exactly the sar~e position as an individual
in his dealings riith the co~unity . A countryf s international
earnings consist of its exports of ~;oods and of services ofvarious sorts. Its international current expenditures consis tof its imports of ~;oods and services . If its internationalear~~ exceed its international expenditures, then the country
has a surplus - trhat is ~;enerally referred to as a favourable
balance of payments on current account . This surplus it cantake in the form of ~;old or forei~;n exchange, or it can investit by IIakin~; loans to other eountries or buying foreign securities,
or it can give it away . If, on the other hand a countryt sex enditur

I have developed this anLlogy in âetail because I



believe that most of tue world's international financial problems
can be fitted into this simple pattern . Let me turn back, for
exalple, to the so-called dollar problem . At the core of the
natter is the fact that the amount of money the rest of th e
world has wanted to spend on United States goods and services
has been far in excess of the amount of money the rest of the
world has been able to earn by selling goods and services to the
i7nited States . This gives rise to no special difficulty as long
as the excess demand for United States goods and services can be
financed by•receipts of private United States capital which has
been attracted by promising investment opportunities, or by loans
from such an organization as the International Bank for Recons-
truction and Uevelopment .

It is the excess demand not financed in these ways that
cives rise to, and is a raeasure of, the "dollar" problers . This
is the gap that measures the unbalance bettireen the United States
and the rest of the world .

Immediately after the ►dar, countries whose dollar ex-
penditures exceeded their dollar earnings financed this cap by
using up their gold and dollar reserves, or by seeY.ing assistancefrom UNRRA ; in 19~6 and 1947 the gap was bridged by loans extended
by the United States Government ; and sincè 1948 it has been nainly
covered by the I.'.arshall Plan . The part of the gap financed in
1948 by this special assistance and out of official reserves of
gold and dollars amounted to about ~6 billion . The renainder
of the gar is being plugged b3r import and foreign exchange res-
trictions inposed by governnents to limit the demand for goods
and services for which dollars must be paid . It is not possible
to say how large is the hole plugged in this way, but the import
and other exchange restrictions enforced by rsost overseas coun-
tries are very severe and this strongly suggests that the hole
is very large indeed .

If we look at the countries of the world as so many
individuals in a self-contained cor3ciunity ~Je see the United States
in the position of one who spends on his maintenance far lessthan he earns ; one who is living far below his income . The other
nembers of the comaunity taken as agroup are in the opposite
position - they are living zibove their collective incone . They
have in consequence the sort of payment problem that always con-
fronts people who live above their incones

. In these circumstances
some borrowing and lending among individuals is clearly in order,
but it is eciually clear that the basic adjustment required is
that the individuals in this group should earn more . This they
can do only if they earn more fron the individual vrho is spending
less than he earns . And so they must tempt Uncle Sam with offers
of goods and services of a sort and a t
on his part must cooperate by overconing his that he likes . He,

pr
s

buyin~; goods and services from others . pre judice against

act human and be ready to yield to ter~ptationher ~~ords, he must

I have suggested that the dollar problera mirrors the
fact that the world F,pt,rt from the United States is livingbeYond its income . This is, I thin};, true for the rest of the
world taken together but it is not necessarily true, nor is it
in fact tr ue, for each country individually . The fact tha t
an3' single country suffers from a shortage of dollars is not in
itself evidence that the standard of living in that country is
higher than its earnings warrant

. Perhaps the best example one
could find of a country which has a dollar problen that is not
due to living beyond its international earnings is our ow

nso~thi' Canada . But bez'ore I turn to Canada I v,ant to say
problem i nis u goo another

I
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refer to the United Ï:ir„-ïoia o

During the war the international earning capacity of
the United Kingdom vJas seriously impaired . It was impaired by
the physichl destruction v.hich occurred and by the deliberate di-
version of all available productive capacity to war purposés . By
the end of the war the commercial exports of the United Kingdom
had been cut to a mere 20 per cent of their prewar volume, O n
the other hand, the need of the United Kingdom for imports in the
period imnediately folloi•aing the end of the war was particularly
great . These imports were needed partly for the purposes of raising
living standards in the United Kingdom fror.i the very low level to
which they had fallen during the 1'dar, but mainly for the purpos e
of restoring productive capacity . The result was that in the
ir~mediate postwar years the United Kingdom had a large over-all
deficit in its current account balance bf payments . In 1946 this
deficit amounted to ÿ1,500 million and in 1947 to 4?2,500 million,
In those years the United Kingdom was clearly living substantially
beyond its international earnings .

This, however, is no longer the case . In the last few
years internal economic recovery in the United Kingdom has pro-
ceeded at a relatively rapid pace . At present industrial pro-
duction stands ut 3

5 per cent above its prewar volume . This
increase in the volume of goods produced has made possible an
expansion of the physical volume of exports to a level 50 per
cent higher than before the Wur while, at the same time, the phy-
sical volume of imports - even before the recently announce d
cuts - was 15-20 per cent less than pre-war . In the second half
of 1948 the United Kingdom actually achieved a small over-all
surplus in her current account balance of payments . In other
words, the United Kingdon, in spite of the recent deterioration
in her position, is ti•rell within striking distance of living with-
in her international earnings . This is surely a remarkabl e
and extremely creditable performance for a country which lived
under a regime of short rations and bombing for iialf a decade .
A nation capable of this degree of resiliency and achieveraent is
not to be written off, not by a long shot .

And yet there was a fresh British dollar crisis this
sunrser, which brought the L:inisters of Finance of the whole
Commonwealth to London in July, which led to the tripartite dis-
cussions in London and Washington, and which resulted in the
extrenely drastic cut in the exchange value of sterling in
Septenber . If the United Kingdom is anywhere near to living with-
in its international earnings 'what is one to make of this . How
can one explain these apparent contradictions ?

I think that part of the explanation is to be found
in the direction which British exports have taken in recent years .
I'ou will recall that even though the L:utual ~dd and Lend Lease
policies of Canada and the United States obviated any creation of
~rar debts, the United XinE;dox1 came out of the Zlar zlith enormous
new foreign liubilities in the form of sterling balances owne d
by foreign countries . These amounted to about wS; billion and
representeci in the main the money the United Kingdom had paid
to certain countries, notably India und Egypt, for goods and
services they had z'urnished in connection with tlie prosecution
of the 'Jar . 11any of the countries holding these balances ex-
perienced very severe inflationary conditions during and after
the War . In certain very Important cases theïr standard 'of
living vras pitifully lo'w and their thirst for foreign goods
acute, Q.uite apart frora consur►ption goods, these undeveloped
countries ardently wished to inciustrialize rapidly, und this
reyuired heavy Imports of e4uiFment and materials from abroad .
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They had no dollars, but they ciid have these large sterling
accumulations : it was therefore not unnatural that in addition
to getting what dollars they could from the United Kingdom (and
the anounts have been substantial) these countries should have
wished to use their sterling accumulations to buy goods in the
United Kingdom or elsetwhere in the sterling area . From the
United i;ingdom point of view, exports paid for out of these
sterling balances do not produce dollars or other foreign exchange
4rhich can be used to pay for imports . They extinguish a liability
but they do not create an asset .

It is not generally realized yrhat a drain these so-
called "unrequited exports" have been on the British economy . The
use of sterling balances is only one of the ways in which British
unrequited exports have been paid for . Another has been the out-
flow of private capital from the United Kingdom to other sterling
area countries (such as South Africa) which has enabled the
countries receiving the capital to make purchases in the United
Kingdom over and above the araounts they could afford to buy ou t
of their ozvn earnings, including gold production . Still another
forn of unrequited exports has been the British contributio n
of large amounts of sterling to certain of her partners in the
European Recovery Program, notably France .

In one form and another, these unrequited exports from
the United Kingdom have added up to a very large sum and they
represent an impressive contribution which the United Kingdom has
onde to the economic recovery and political stability of th erest of the world . These esports are one reason why it was
possible for the United Kingdom to have its over-all international
aecounts virtually in balance and at the same time have a large
dollar deficit . 1lnother reason is the fact that, as banker for
the sterling area, the United Kingdom has been called upon t o
raeet the net dollar requirements of other sterling area countries .
For the past 18 months or more, the United Eingdom .has been
in the position of a man who is earning about enough to cover
fils own cost of living but not nearly enough to repay his debts
at the rate at which he is in fact repaying then . The gap is
covered by accepting gifts or going into debt hii3self . The
3ritish have in a sense been borrosring (or rather taking gifts )
fron Peter to pay Paul . To put the natter in another way, while
the United Kingdom was achieving a notable degree of success in
balancing her own international expenditures and earnings, the
est of the sterling area taken as a'whole 'was greatly increasing

its international deficit . Since sterling is the currency of
Lhs whole area, the burden of the deficit falls on the United
ingdon . The question which is involved here is not whether it
~snesirable for the countries concerned to have a deficit -
nmany cases, as I have said, their standard of living is des-
erately low - but tiwhether the United Kingdom hua been in a
osition to bear this burden .

There is another tiyay in tirhich these unrequited exports
&ve tiveakened the British economy . The countries having large
ounts of sterling available and undergoing severe inflation st hoL1e have bid up the prices of British e ;;port goods to levels

t llhich they could not be sold in dollar markets .

The result of all this was, of course, an inpairnent
the British capacity to earn dollars at the prevailing rate

f exchange
. The United i'in~-don dollar problem tiras aggravated° sone cxtent by the i .raericr:n recession last Spring tiwhich led to

Educed nurchases of sterling area proùucts by the United States ;nd tt1E drain on British dollar reserves was aggravated by the
Umour3 of impending devaluation propagated during the Sprin gnd early Surar.ier of this year . Reserves fell below the point



prèviously thought of as a riiniLlur: safety level and it uas obvious
that some steps had: to be taken tô arrest the hueriorrhage .

This was the situation vrhich led to the meeting of
Conraonvlealth Finance P.iihisters in London last Tuly. The Canaciian
representatives at this meeting ntturally stressed the need for
the sterling area countries to do everything possible to increase
their dollar earnings so that the necessary balance in their dollar
accounts could be struck at a high rather than ut a low level of
transactions . Hotivever, with reserves at a periously low point ,
and with the dollar deficit running at a rate far higher than the
aaount of Marshall Plan assistance and other sources of finance
in sight, the main re-occupation of the sterling area Elinisters
inevitably became the unhappy one of planning further cuts i n
dollar imports . This they did, but the drain on reserves continued
and the sterling exchange rate was finally changed on September 18 .

It vrill be clear of course that the devaluation o f
sterling and other currencies is not a cure-all . It does not
solve the dollar problem . The devaluation of sterling does two
things and only two things : it stops the speculative drain on
British reserves, and it restores for the tine being the corn-
petitive position of the sterling area in dollar markets . But
Aoods must not only be priced right if they are to be sold in the
Western Hemisphere - they must also be available . If the pressures
on British production of home demand and demand frors non-dollar
countries remain as persistent as they have been in the past, then
the devaluation of sterling vrill turn out to be a rapidly wasting
asset, so far as any lasting contribution to the solution of th~
dollar problem is concerned .

I turn now to the vrorld dollar problem as it affects
Canada . You are u11 avrare that in recent decades it has been
normal for us in Canada to spend less than we have earned abroad
and thus to have a surplus on our overall current account balance .
During the Z7ar and after, we used this surplus in variais v.ays in
order to help our overseas allies and customers . After the War
the need of the United F:ingdom and Europe for Canadian goods and
services continued to be very great, their earning3 here were
disappointingly snall and at the sanie tine Canadian import s
rose sharply as a result of our ov4n post-vrar prosperity . As things
turned out, therefore, our surplus for lending shrank steadil y
hile the rate of drawings on the credits we extenaed to the

~United Y,ingdon and other countries was high . Our position was
~that of a man who, to help friends in difficulties, lends thera
pore than he is saving hir.lself . His bank balance drops . So did
1our international bank balance in the forn of gold and United Nations
dollar reserves . Sooner or later a man or a country in thi s
Position has to do 'sonething .

J You will recall the action tak en by the Canadian Govern-
ent in 2lovenber 1947 and 3ubsequently . Earn more - spend less -

lend less - that was the programme . It is sufficient to say herethat the programme arrested the decline in our nforeign exchange
cank account » fron a low point of about $500 million and rebuilt
t during 1948 to nearly ~1,000 million ti•riiere it still stood .ut
he end of last Septeraber .

The dollar problen.s of our overseas customers tend to
e transferred to us because, if we are to derive any foreign
xchange benefits from a surplus of export3 to then, they must
ave money to pay us and the rconey must be ol' a kind we can use
o settle our account with the United States . In other words,or all .pl.actical purposes, it must be United States dollars .
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If we do not get United States dollars for rdost of our
net earnin€ overseas ~'e soon run into difficulty paying fo r
our imports from the United States . On the other hand, if we
ask for United States dollars, overseas countries are reluctant
to buY in Canada . This is the Canadian dilemna .

There is no denying that this Canadian position is an
a~krrard one . The mere fact that we rely heavily on export markets
for so much of what we produce leaves us exposed to developnents
abroad which, of course, we cannot control. If, in addition we
have to rely, as to a considerable extent we do, on having to earn
dollars overseas to finance a deficit with the United States, our
position is the more vulnerable . These are the facts and ther e
is no ov erlooking them .

But it is possible to overemphasize our vulnerability .
One may observe some important deveVelopments which are very
favourable to our international economic position .

One of these is that the gaps in our accounts with the
sterling area and the United States have, in fact, been sub-
stantially reduced during the past few years . In 1947, when our
exports to the sterling area were at the postwar peak, they
exceeded our imports from that part of the world by as much as
~770 million ; in the last 12 month period for tvhich statistics
are available this gap had been reduced to slightly more than
~500 million . And it is worth noting that only the smaller part
of this narrosring of the gap resulted from a reduction in exports
fron Canada . By far the major contribution was made by increases
inour imports from the sterling area and particularly from the
United Kingdoia .

There has also been a narrowing of the gap in our mer-
chandise transactidns with the United States . The trade sta-
tistics show that in 1947 our imports from that country exceeded
our exports by over ~900 million . In 1948 this figure tivas reduced
to ~500 million . The rise in our imports this year has again
increased this figure to over ~450 million, but it is still
considerably below the 1947 level . Here too the narroj•ring o f
the ~ap was achieved primarily through expansion rather than
through contraction - in fact in this case the entire credit goes
to an increase in our exports to the United States, as our im-
orts, in spite of controls, have been running during th e
~ast year at about the sane level as in 1947 .

Another favourable factor in our situation is the
ncreased size of the Canadian economy . As the national farsily
rows (and ours in Canada has grown a third since 1929) it eat s

~ore of the surplus frorn the vegetable garden and uses more of
he things the family makes . And more peoplo in the family make

~aore varieties of things . I am sure that many of you could quote
tnstances where the increased size of 'the home market has enable d
ou to sell at home those foods and manufactured goods which are
oY+shut out of other markets .

Turning from the past to the present and the fore-
eeable futûre one finds in progress in Canada various develop-
ents Which promise to have important favourable consequence s
n our balance of payments . To return to our analogy between
he income and outgo of a person and the income and outgo of a
ation, I mentioned that there were a number of devices that an
ndividual ti•ahose expenditures threatened to run beyond his in-
oae could use, such as drawing on past savings, cashing in bonds,
rranging for a loan or promoting a gift . He may, of course,
otfind it necessary to have recourse to any of these device s
f he finds himself able simply to increase his income . In



general, this involves orking harder or more efficiently, but
onrare occasions, he May be helped in this by a"windfallTT, like
finding a tin box full of treasure in the back yard under a board
or perhapa discovering a keg of precious fluid in the attic that
he did not know was there .

Canada has bEen finding several "barrels and boxes" in
ner back yard . After a lull which has lasted since well before
the last War we seem to be experiencing a great resurgence of
nfltural resources development, The first thing that cones to
ind is, of course, the spectacular development of the petroleum
resources of the Prairies . Within little more than a year the
success of exploration has been such that, looking some years
ahead, it may not be inappropriate to think of the possibility of
producing as much petroleum as we consume in the whole country .
;his nay save us in due course from having to make large payments
of United States dollars for petroleum - which in 1948 ran to
about h500 million .

Other important pro,jects offering the prospect of in-
creased exports or reduced imports are presently under way in the
fields of newsprint, specialty woodpulps and ptapers, gold and
non-ferrous metals, including titaniurs . One also thinks of iron
ore and of the possibilities in connection w'ith the 'radio-active
inerals . These are nerely illustrations of the ~•~ide range ove r

~hich exploration and developrnent are going forward in this coun-
try .

However, notwithstandinC these important developments
nthe domestic front it remains true that the Canadian economy
is still closely tied up with the general international trade
situation . Consideration of the elements of strength in our oi•rn
oraestic situation is necessary to give perspective, but i t
ffords no grounds for pretending that the future holds no serious
robleus for us or that careful management of our affairs wil l
zot continue to be necessary . The world remains in serious
anbâlance and this situation is likely to persist for sonie time
~o come, :'Jhat is hopeful about the present international economic
utlook is, I think, the fact that there is a€rowing awarenes s
f the nature of international payments problems . There is a
rowing realization, too, that they vrill not be settled by
logans but will require vigorous efforts on the part of all
ountries, including our own. -

s/c


